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ABSTRACT

Recent studies have shown that computational fluid dynamics (CFD) techniques can be ap-

plied for modeling cryocooler systems in their entirety in order to capture their operation under

steady periodic flow.  However, the results of CFD simulations can only be fully trusted if they are

based on correct closure relations.  Among the most important closure relations are the hydrody-

namic and heat transfer parameters. The regenerator is typically a microporous structure that is

subject to a periodic flow of a cryogenic fluid (gas).  The hydrodynamic and heat transfer param-

eters of microporous structures under oscillatory flow are not well understood, however, and cur-

rent state of art modeling methods are often based upon using experimentally derived empirical

relationships (friction factor and Nusselt number) which are all calculated based on the local, in-

stantaneous flow conditions.

The preliminary results of a research program on the measurement and correlation of hydrody-

namic parameters of some widely-used cryocooler regenerator fillers under periodic oscillatory

flow conditions are presented.  An experimental apparatus consisting of test sections for the mea-

surement of lateral (radial) permeability and Forchheimer coefficients is used.  The test section for

the radial hydrodynamic parameter measurements is annular.  It is connected to a compressor through

its inner boundary and to a constant-volume chamber through its outer boundary.  The instrumenta-

tion includes a function generator, data acquisition system, and pressure transducers.  Time histo-

ries of local static pressures at points near the entrance and exit of the porous structure are measured

under steady-periodic conditions.  A CFD-assisted methodology is then applied for the analysis and

interpretation of the measured data.  The permeability and Forchheimer parameter values obtained

in this way are then correlated in terms of relevant dimensionless parameters.

INTRODUCTION

The crucial role of a regenerator in various Pulse Tube Refrigerator (PTR) designs is well

recognized. Typically, a PTR regenerator is a complex porous structure that interacts hydrodynami-
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cally and thermally with a periodic flow of the working fluid. Ideal regenerator characteristics

would include infinite thermal inertia per unit volume, infinite volumetric heat transfer coefficients

with the working fluid, and no pressure drops, constant gas properties, and negligible dispersion. In

reality, such regenerators are unavailable, and a compromise between pressure drop and heat trans-

fer is required for system level optimization.  Recent investigations have shown that current compu-

tational fluid dynamic (CFD) tools are in fact capable of simulating entire PTR devices [1-4], and

can be useful tools for the final stages of design and optimization.  These simulations provide de-

tailed system and component-level information about the flow field and heat transfer processes that

are beyond the current experimental measurement possibilities.  However, such detailed design and

optimization calculations are only reliable if the properties of all the components, in particular the

regenerator, are known with reasonable accuracy.  The existing regenerators are generally com-

posed of micro porous solid structures, most of which are morphologically anisotropic.  The hydro-

dynamic and thermal transport properties of the most widely-used regenerator filler materials are

not well-understood, however.  Among the poorly-understood and badly-needed properties are the

permeability and inertia coefficient matrices, as well as the solid-fluid volumetric heat transfer

coefficients under steady and periodic flow conditions.

Our recent CFD-based investigations on PTRs have shown that significant multidimensional

flow effects may occur at the vicinity of component-to-component junctions. Secondary-flow recir-

culation patterns can develop when one or more components of the PTR system have small length-to-

diameter (L/D) ratios, particularly in the presence of large area step changes between components

[3, 4]. Among the components of the Inertance Tube PTR (ITPTR) systems that were simulated, the

regenerator and pulse tube showed the strongest multidimensional flow effects [4].  The occurrence

of multidimensional flow effects further confirms the need for the lateral (radial) hydrodynamic

properties of the regenerator.  However, previously published experimental studies dealing with

materials that are used as regenerator fillers have dealt with friction factors in the axial direction

only [5-8]. Recently, we have experimentally measured the radial pressure drop and correlated

friction factor for stainless steel 325 mesh screens [9]. However, the latter correlation was derived

based on steady flow analysis.

In this paper, we report on periodic flow experiments aimed at the measurement of lateral

(radial) permeability and coefficient of inertia (Forchheimer’s coefficient) for stainless steel 400

mesh sintered regenerator fillers with 63.2 % porosity.

TEST APPARATUS

The test apparatus is schematically displayed in Figs. 1 and 2, and includes a function generator,

a data acquisition system, an amplifier, a compressor, two PCB piezo pressure transducers, and a

specially designed annular test section with a chamber enclosure that contains the sintered regenera-

tor.  The entire test section contains research grade helium with a nominal purity of 99.9999%.  A

4.29 cubic centimeter (cc) swept volume Hughes Tactical Condor compressor is used to stimulate

oscillatory flow in the entire test section.

Figure 1. Radial Oscillatory Pressure Drop Test Apparatus.
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Figure 2.  CAD drawing of the experimental test apparatus.

Details of the test section are depicted in Figure 3. It consists of a straight 3 mm inner diameter

circular tube that leads to a sintered 400 mesh regenerator with inner and outer diameters of 4 mm

and 20 mm, respectively.  The annular structure was constructed in the following manner.  Three

stainless steel rods were first threaded perpendicularly onto an aluminum slab 30 mm long and 90

mm in diameter.  A 3 mm-diameter hole was drilled through the aluminum slab, which served as

the inlet channel to the annular porous structure.  The three rods were equally spaced such that a

20-mm diameter cylinder could be tightly housed between them.  Thus, the rods form three rigid

supports for the 20 mm-diameter circular sintered regenerator.

The annular-shaped sintered regenerator with inner and outer diameters of 4 mm and 20 mm,

respectively, was prepared by diffusion-bonding and Electron Discharge Machining (EDM), and

was provided by the Raytheon SAS Company.  The sintered 400 mesh regenerator was fitted be-

tween the depicted rubber seals.  The right-end of the regenerator (the right side, in Figure 3) was

sealed off by pressing a circular, 5 mm-thick aluminum plate against the regenerator via tightening

the three hexagonal nuts on to the threaded rods.  The constructed test section thus formed a leak free

system, where gas could only leave through the outer surface of the annular porous structure. Further-

more, a constant volume of 174 cc stainless steel chamber is used to fully enclose the entire porous

medium. At the interface between the stainless chamber and the base aluminum, a Viton O-ring seal

was used to prevent any leakage in the system.

The two piezo pressure transducers (model A101A05 from PCB Electronics) were used to

measured the local instantaneous pressures and have a response time of less than 2 μsec, a range of

0 to 689 kPa (0-100 psi), a resolution of 0.014 kPa (0.002 psi), and a sensitivity of 7.3 mV/kPa

(50mV/psi).

CFD MODEL

FLUENT, a commercially available CFD code, is used to model the entire annular test section,

shown in Fig. 3, in order to facilitate the interpretation of the experimental data.  Given the configu-

ration of the test section, axi-symmetric, two-dimensional flow was assumed.

Figure 3.  Details of the test section and its vicinity.
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The simulated system evidently has two completely different parts.  For the open parts, the

unsteady mass, momentum and energy equations solved by Fluent [10] are, respectively:

where

(4)

All properties represent the Newtonian working fluid, helium. The above equations apply to all

sections except for the annular porous structure (i.e., the stainless steel 400 mesh sintered regenera-

tor). The latter region is modeled as an isotropic porous medium with the assumption of local

thermal equilibrium between the porous structure and the working fluid.  The single phase volume-

averaged unsteady mass, momentum, and energy equations for this region can be represented as

here  and  represent the permeability and the Forchheimer coefficient tensors.  Note that all

velocities are volume-averaged intrinsic velocities, which are related to the volume-averaged su-

perficial velocities according to  = Ü¶ . Since the axial (x) and radial (r) coordinates are the

principal directions of the porous medium, the latter matrices are diagonal.  The bracketed term on

the right side of Eq. (6) will be:

(8)

where i= x and r for axial and radial directions, respectively.

Periodic flow CFD simulations for the entire test section depicted in Figure 3 were performed

using approximately 7000 mesh nodes.  Using the latter mesh size, 100 time steps were needed for

a complete cycle. With further reduction of the time step size by a factor of ½, no significant

changes were observed in the CFD solutions.  The boundary conditions included known inlet in-

stantaneous static pressure as a periodic function of time.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS

A total of seven oscillatory radial pressure drop tests was conducted using the 400 mesh sin-

tered stainless steel regenerator with porosity of 63.2%.  Each test represented a fixed compressor

frequency, and the seven tests covered the frequency range 5 to 60 Hz.  In six of the tests (excluding

a test at 5 Hz) the peak-to-peak sinusoidal voltage amplitude was first increased via the function

generator, starting from a near-zero value, until either the maximum compressor piston displace-

ment or the maximum current limit was reached.   The voltage amplitude was then maintained con-

stant, and the pressures at P1 and P2 were recorded after steady periodic conditions were estab-

lished. For the 5 Hz frequency, however, low flow conditions were sought so that the permeability in

Darcy flow conditions could be tested, therefore the peak-to-peak sinusoidal voltage amplitude was

increased only sufficiently to ensure that pressure sensor signals were viable.
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Table 1. Experimental measured data.

The recorded pressure data were steady periodic.  In order to simplify the analysis, they were

first transformed to the frequency domain by Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), and were thereby

represented as Fourier cosine series. It was noticed that the first three harmonics were sufficient for

the accurate replication of the actual measured waveforms. The measured steady periodic pressures

could thus be represented as:

 (9)

where  i =1 and 2. Table 1 is a summary of all the parameters in the above equation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CFD simulations were performed for all the measured data.  The objective, as mentioned

before, was to obtain the radial permeabilities and coefficients of inertia by trial and error.  To do

this, the axial permeability and coefficient of inertia were needed, since the simulations were axi-

symmetric two dimensional.  The porous structure was assumed to be isotropic, due to the un-

availability of axial flow parameters for the tested 400 mesh sintered regenerator at this time.

The error caused by this assumption is likely to be small, however, because the simulation results

indicate that axial flows were everywhere negligibly small in comparison with radial flows. A

User Defined Function (UDF) for Fluent was developed, whereby, for each frequency, Eq. (9)

with parameters representing P1 was applied as the inlet boundary condition in the corresponding

CFD simulations.  The predicted CFD results for pressure amplitude and phase at P2 could then

be directly compared with the experimental data or Eq. (9) with parameters representing P2 for

verification. Simulations were iteratively repeated by adjusting the radial hydrodynamic param-

eters Ú
r
 and C

r
. Very good agreement between data and simulations results was obtained with Ú

r
=

5.348e-12 m2 and C
r

= 240000.

       Figures 4(a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f), display comparisons between the experimental pressure

drops at location P2 with the simulated pressure drops.   These figures show that for frequencies of

30 Hz and higher the experimental data and simulation results are in excellent agreement with

respect to the pressure oscillation magnitude and phase. At the lower frequencies, 5 Hz, 10 Hz, and

20 Hz, however, the simulations over predict the phase difference between the pressure waves at
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Figure 4. Experimental oscillatory pressure drops and CFD simulation results.

the two locations. Thermo-acoustic resonance in the test apparatus may be a possible explanation for

this phase difference.  Alternative to the definition of permeability and Forchheimer coefficients is

the friction factor, defined in Eq. (8).  Based on the our data for the tested stainless steel 400 mesh

sintered regenerator with 63.2% porosity, the following correlations could be developed:
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In the investigation reported here, the methodology was applied for the quantification of the

radial flow parameters for the 400 mesh sintered stainless steel filler with 63.2% porosity. Periodic

pressure drops were measured in an apparatus that consisted of an annular porous test section for

inlet pressure oscillations with 5 to 60 Hz frequencies.  By iterative CFD simulations, the aforemen-

tioned hydrodynamic parameters were calculated.  The results of these measurements enable more

accurate calculation of multidimensional flow effects in small aspect ratio cryocooler components.
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